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		Exam topics covered include tasks and scheduling, remoting, the Spring Web Services framework, RESTful services with Spring MVC, the Spring JMS module, JMS and JTA transactions with Spring, batch processing with Spring Batch and the Spring Integration framework. Prepare with confidence for the Pivotal Enterprise Integration with Spring Exam.

	
		One of the important aspects of this book is a focus on new and modern abstractions provided by Spring. Therefore most of the features are shown with Java annotations alongside established XML configurations. Most of the examples in the book are also based on the Spring Boot framework. Spring Boot adoption is exponential because of its capability to significantly simplify Spring configuration using sensible opinionated defaults. But Spring Boot is not the target of the exam, therefore all the features are also covered with plain Spring configuration examples.




		
			How to use Spring to create concurrent applications and schedule tasks
	
			How to do remoting to implement client-server applications
	
			How to work with Spring Web services to create loosely coupled Web services and clients
	
			How to use Spring MVC to create RESTful web services and clients
	
			How to integrate JMS for asynchronous messaging-based communication
	
			How to use local JMS transactions with Spring
	
			How to configure global JTA transactions with Spring
	
			How to use Spring Integration to create event-driven pipes-and-filters architectures and integrate with external applications
	
			How to use Spring Batch for managed, scalable batch processing that is based on both custom and built-in processing components
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Encryption for Digital Content (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2010

	Encryption for Digital Content is an area in cryptography that is widely used in commercial productions (e.g., Blu-Ray and HD-DVDs). This book provides a comprehensive mathematical treatment of combinatorial encryption techniques used in digital content distribution systems and related attack models. A complete description of...
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Machine Learning: The Art and Science of Algorithms that Make Sense of DataCambridge University Press, 2012

	As one of the most comprehensive machine learning texts around, this book does justice to the field's incredible richness, but without losing sight of the unifying principles. Peter Flach's clear, example-based approach begins by discussing how a spam filter works, which gives an immediate introduction to machine learning in action,...
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Resilient Storage Networks, First Edition : Designing Flexible Scalable Data InfrastructuresDigital Press, 2004
A resilient storage network is an environment where data is always available for the needs of the business. This book explains the components, as well as how to design and implement a resilient storage network for workgroup, departmental, and enterprise environments. Storage networks are an enabling capability combining technology and best...
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Apple Training Series: GarageBand 09Peachpit Press, 2009

	Whether you’re an accomplished musician or a student, GarageBand is the most rewarding way to  create, perform, and record your own music. In the only Apple-certified guide to GarageBand, composer Mary Plummer starts by teaching you the interface and basic recording techniques and moves on to arranging a song, editing and mixing...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPadVisual, 2010

	The iPad is elegantly designed, easy to
	use, and amazingly powerful. The iPad is
	capable of performing many of the tasks
	that you may require from your MacBook,
	MacBook Pro, or PC, including surfing the
	web, exchanging emails, desktop publishing,
	downloading apps, and playing video games.
	It is important that you become familiar...
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Smart Graphics: 6th International Symposium, SG 2006, Vancover, Canada, July 23-25, 2006, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2006

	The International Symposium on Smart Graphics 2006 was held during July
	23–25, 2006, at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada. It
	was the seventh event in a series which originally started in 2000 as an AAAI
	Spring Symposium.


	In response to the overwhelming success of the 2000 symposium, its organizers...
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